
MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

WSO Board of Directors 

Stu Tooredman, Chairperson WSO BOD 

September 26, 1990 

October 5th Meeting 

ICE, INC . 
. Box 9999 
, CA 91409 

(818) 780-3951 

This letter shall serve as a reminder that the October 5th meeting is 
tentatively scheduled to begin on Friday October 5, 1990 at 6:00pm. The meeting 
will continue at 9:00 am on Saturday October 6, 1990 until 11 :30 am when there 
will be a lunch break. The combined board meeting will convene at 1 :00 pm at 
the Airtel Plaza hotel and continue until approximately 6:00 pm. The WSO will re
convene at 9:00 am on Sunday October 7, 1990 at 16135 Wyandotte to complete 
it's agenda. 

If you are unable to attend the meeting and desire to have your absence 
authorized, please send your written proxy to the Office as soon as possible. 

We have enclosed a copy of the following documents in this package: 
August Financial Report, August Minutes, recent Chairperson's correspondence, 
N.A. Literature Trust, revised Personnel Policy, Travel-Translations-Budget Review 
& Utilization- and Unified Budget plans, as well as some additional relevant 
correspondence. 

Please bring your copies of the material sent to you to the Board meeting 
so we don't have to make more copies. 

See you next week. 

Anthony 
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WORLD SERVICE OF~ICE, INC. 
,.p ,Q. Box 9999 

Van Nuys, CA 91409 
(818) 780-3951 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

WSO Board of Directors 

Stu Tooredman, Chairperson WSO BOD 

September 26, 1990 

Subject: October 5th Meeting 

This letter shall serve as a reminder that the October 5th meeting is 
tentatively scheduled to begin on Friday October 5, 1990 at 6:00pm. The meeting 
will continue at 9:00 am on Saturday October 6, 1990 until 11 :30 am when there 
will be a lunch break. The combined board meeting will convene at 1 :00 pm at 
the Airtel Plaza hotel and continue until approximately 6:00 pm. The WSO will re
convene at 9:00 am on Sunday October 7, 1990 at 16135 Wyandotte to complete 
it's agenda. 

If you are unable to attend the meeting and desire to have your absence 
authorized, please send your written proxy to the Office as soon as possible. 

We have enclosed a copy of the following documents in this package: 
August Financial Report, August Minutes, recent Chairperson's correspondence, 
N.A. Literature Trust, revised Personnel Policy, Travel-Translations-Budget Review 
& Utilization- and Unified Budget plans, as well as some additional relevant 
correspondence. 

Please bring your copies of the material sent to you to the Board meeting 
so we don't have to make more copies. 

See you next week . 

Anthony 
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Gre~ B. Emmons & Assoc. 
c/o Airtel Plaza Hotel 
Van Nuys CA. 

Via Facsimile 

Re: WORLD SERVICE OFFICE adv. MOO HEAD et ale 
~ Docket No.: 03-9545-62 

t' " 

Dear Mr. Emmons: 

I have received your facsimile correspo dence of octobe 5, 1990, 
elml ! LL uz:.L LllaL lU1.4 btl-v.:: h6d a comfort ble ~rip ~o Cal fornill. I 
am hopeful that with the recent opening of comrnunicatio 5 between 
our respective clients, a ~utually ac eptable settlem nt can be 
reached. As you have requested and cont rmed in writing we never 
intended to and will not utilize Mr Moorahead' s p esence in 
California as an opportunity to serve a summons and comp aint upon 
him. 

1 am somewhat concerned by your very bro 
that you do not want any "documentation 
of Mr. Moorehead's appearance in Calif 
distributed, exhibited or in any other 
The WSC and WSO '''are required to repor~ 
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behalf of your clients. and mo e 
assurances that this office or WSO may p 0 
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Greg B. Emmons 
Page Two 
october 5, 1990 

Enclosed for your r~vi~w 18 ft drftft do ument. This fo 
subject to completion and approval by e Boards of Dir 
Trustees, but should give you G gene al overall vie 
desires. I a~ scheduled to be at the meetin9 startin 
I~, and therefore will expect to ou at that time 

_ Very your., 

---. 

gne;)idd1.ebroo 
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is still 
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Theresa Wagner Middlebrook, Esquire 
Wagner & Middlebrook 
3541 Ocean View Boulevard 
Glendale, California 91208 

RE: Literature Trust Dispute 

Dear Theresa: 
" 

October 6, 1990 

". 

~n response to your letter of October 5, 1990, please 
be advised ~s follows: 

1. As a requirement of anonymity, let's use 
references other than the use of the names such as reflected 
in your letter reference. Further, I question what the 
"Docket No." - is. Has there been some legal action taken? 

2. In reference to disclosure .of the meeting, it is 
my understanding that we will meet prior to any appearances 
before the WSC and WSO and discuss a possible resolution of 
this dispute. I do not see that there need be any report 
that such a meeting has taken place in the minutes of the 
WSC or the WSo. .If in the event there is an appearance 
before the WSC and/or the WSO, then, rather than using a 
name, perhaps instead a reference to "A recovering addict 
suspected of involvement" could be used. 

3. So that there is no uncertainty, I am not 
appearing as an advocate on behalf of Dave M. nor any of the 
other individuals mentioned in your proposed Release 
Agreement. I am here solely in a professional capacity as a 
facilitator for an amicable resolution. I am not here as an 
advocate of any position nor as a Fellowship member with 
views to be given special attention to. I thought this was 



made clear from the very beginning. 
retained as legal counsel for these 
cannot consider them as clients nor 
as their attorney. 

I have not been 
individuals andtherefore 
are they considering me 

I look forward to meeting you on october 6, 1990 and 
discussing the issues that exist in hopes that a compromise 
may be reached for the parties involved. 

AND ASSOCIATES 
cc: Dave M. 
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October 5, 1990 

Theresa Wagner Middlebro ok 
Wagner & Middlebrook 
341 Ocean Blvd. 
Glendale, CA 91208 via Telefax 

RE: A Literature Trust Dispute 

Dear Theresa: 

I look forward with pleasure the opportunity of meeting you 
at the scheduled Board Meeting for the weekend of October 5, 1990. 
I have received the agenda from Stu Tooredman and suspect it will 
be towards late afternoon Saturday, that the issue of the little 
blue book and other grievances pending throughout the fello wsh i p 
will be reached. Prior thereto, perhaps we could meet to discuss 
the possibility of an amicabl e agreement between the WSO and the 
members of the fello wship who are currently aggrieved by the 
practices and procedures of the WSO, et al. I will be at t h e 
Airtel Plaza Hotel Saturday morning. 

I would like to confirm by letter that I am appearing not in 
a capacity as a member of the fellowship, but solely in a 
professional capacity volunteering to assist Dave M. and other 
members of the fellowship who are currently concerned as above
stated. It is with my sincere expression of intent that we will 
be spiritually guided towards reaching an amicable resolution, 
albei t an initial resolution pending a final conclusion. The 
absolute desire of such would be to avoid the expensive, 
controversial, inconvenient and detrimental impact on all if 
litigation was commenced. Being involved in literary work, we both 
are certainly aware of the significant legal maneuvering, 
procedures and expenses involved and the end result where typically 
no one comes out pleased. 

Further, I would like this letter to confirm that the 
appearance in California by Dave M. does not create jurisdiction 
upon him within the state of California as previously agreed nor 
shall any documentation, statements or recordings of the same be 
released, published, distributed, exhibited or in any other way be 
used against him or others in the fellowship sharing the concerns 
he has offered to bring to the attention of the WSO. It is further 
most important for us to proceed wi th negotiations, that it is 
understood that all stages of the negotiations are confidential and 



shall be c onsidered an a tt e mpt f or settlement purposes only a nd 
therefore totally inadmissible in any court of law. Additionally, 
it is specifically required and must be agreed that my professional 
involvement does not directly or impliedly endorse any positions 
being taken or create any liability on my behalf to any party 
involved. 

Finally, I have requested that Stu Tooredman, Chairperson, 
request that you prepare a proposed release document to be 
presented for my review. This should be drafted in a manner which 
satisfies the needs of the WSO in respect to the necessary 
consideration to lawfully release Dave M. and all others invol v ed 
(subject to their further acceptance thereafter), consideration of 
claims, causes of action, suits, damages, losses, i nf ringement 
rights or any other issues in law or in equit y that may have 
resulted or in the future will arise due to acts o r occurrences 
prior to the effective date of the release. Hopefull y Stu has been 
able to reach you with this request and you wil l h ave the 
opportunity to prepare the document for my review Saturday morning. 

Thanking you in advance for your anticipated cooperation and 
the opportuni ty to work with y ou on a matter very important to me. 

Very truly yours, 

Greg B. Emmons 
cc: Dave M. 
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Theresa Wagner Middlebrook 
Wagner & Middlebrook 
341 Ocean Blvd. 
Glendale, CA 91208 via Telefax 

RE: A Literature Trust Dispute 

Dear Theresa: 
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I look forward with pleasure the opportunity of meeting you 
at the scheduled Board Meeting for the weekend of October 5, 1990. 
I have received the agenda from Stu Tooredman and suspect it will 
be towards late afternoon Saturday, that the issue of the little 
blue book and other grievances pending throughout the fellowship 
will be reached. Prior thereto, perhaps we could meet to discuss 
the possibility of an amicable agreement between the WSO and the 
members of the fellowship who are currently aggriev ed by the 
practices and procedures of the WSO, et al. I will be at the 
Airtel Plaza Hotel Saturday morning. 

I would like to confirm by letter that I am appearing not in 
a capacity as a member of the fellowship, but solely in a 
professional capacity volunteering to ass ist Dave M. and other 
members of the fellowship who are currently concerned as above
stated. It is with my sincere expression of intent that we will 
be spiri tually guided towards reaching an amicable resolution, 
albeit an initial resolution pending a final conclusion. The 
absolute desire of such would be to avoid the expensive, 
controversial, inconvenient and detrimental impact on all if 
litigation was commenced. Being involved in literary work, we both 
are certainly aware of the significant legal maneuvering, 
procedures and expenses involved and the end result where typically 
no one comes out pleased. 

Further, I would like this letter to confirm that the 
appearance in California by Dave M. does not create jurisdiction 
upon him within the state of California as previously agreed nor 
shall any documentation, statements or recordings of the same be 
released, published, distributed, exhibited or in any other way be 
used against him or others in the fellowship sharing the concerns 
he has offered to bring to the attention of the WSO. It is further 
most important for us to proceed with negotiations, that it is 
understood that all stages of the negotiations are confidential and 
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shall b e c onsidered an attempt for settleme nt purposes only and 
therefore totally inadmissible in any court of law. Additionally, 
it is specifically required and must be agreed that my professional 
involvement does not directly or impliedly endorse any positions 
being taken or create any liability on my behal f to any party 
involved. 

Finally, I have requested that Stu Tooredman, Chairperson, 
request that you prepare a proposed release document to be 
presented for my review. This should be drafted in a manner which 
satisfies the needs of the WSO in respect to the necessary 
consideration to lawfully release Dave M. and all others involved 
(subject to their further acceptance thereafter), consideration of 
claims, causes of action, suits, damages, losses, infringement 
rights or any other issues in law or in equity that may have 
resulted or in the future will arise due to a c ts or occurrences 
prior to the effective date of the release. Hopefully Stu has been 
able to reach you with this request and you will have the 
opportunity to prepare the document for my review Saturday morn~ng. 

Thanking you in advance for your anticipated cooperation and 
the opportunity to work with you on a matter very important to me. 

cc: Da ve M. -/ 
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Grateful Dave 
1110 East Palmer Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19125 

August 29, 1990 

RE: Honesty, Open-mindedness and Willingness 
vs. 

Money, Property or Prestige 

Dear Dave: 

In response to your personal request and as a fellow member of 
Narcotics Anonymous, I have taken time to review numerous documents 
you have submitted to me, including correspondence from various 
members of NA and NA servants including legal counsel, Wagner and 
Middlebrook. I must state that I am very concerned with the disputes 
that I have read about and which I chose to caption as above-stated. 

My number one concern is my own personal recovery. Working the 
steps and traditions, participating in my home group and having a 
relationship with my sponsor is how it works for me. Nevertheless, I 
have a vested interest in the continued survival and wellbeing of NA 
as a whole and the issues that are being circulated are threatening 
that wellbeing and therefore my life as well. 

The message that I must relay to you comes from my experience 
from years of involvement with the political process, whether working 
against the bureaucracy or with the politlcal system. Having a 
Bachelors Degree in Political Science with a minor in International 
Relations, I am well aware of the affect of any governing body over a 
period of years while that body is allowed to grow and experience 
power and prestige. The number one motivator and cause for concern is 
money! I must assume that the people who are the elected officials in 
service for the NA organization are operating according to their 
belief that they serve with th e best interest of NA in mind. 
Nevertheless and wi thout except ion, whether we are talking about a 
small political organization or a super structure, the people serving 
are human beings influenced by their own character defects and 
shortcomings. 

Although I am 
controversy without 

unable to commit myself as a participant to this 
group conscience, I am able to offer some general 



professional information which may be of some assistance. This is 
being offered only with the expressed intent that the information 
provided be used in an attempt to amicably resolve the issues in 
dispute. I am not in favor nor supportive of any legal remedies. 
This is an internal matter that should be kept out of the court 
system. 

In reviewing the California Non Profit Public Benefit Corporation 
Law, Corporation's Code Section 5110 et. seq., together with the 
Bylaws of the World Service Office, Inc., and related policies and 
procedures of the World Service Office, as well as common law 
principals, the issues appear justified and deserve proper response 
and resolution. If requested .by my home group, area and region, I 
would be willing to give an opinion as to some legal concerns that I 
have for the fellowship of NA. As cursory remarks and without a 
thorough legal review and analysis, I can now advise as follows: 

1. Members of the NA fellowship are not members of the World 
Service Office, Inc., therefore, are not protected by the California 
Non Profit Public Benefit Corporation Law. None of the legal 
procedures and remedies available to members of a non profit 
corporation are available as considerations or alternatives in this 
dispute. 

2. The World Service Office, Inc., operates under a fiduciary 
capacity for the benefit of the individual members of NA. Without 
going into detail concerning the various internal procedures and 
bureaucratic structures that have been developed, I will discuss just 
briefly the obligations imposed upon a corporation being in a 
fiduciary capacity: (a) As a fiduciary, the corporation (directors, 
officers, employees and agents) is responsible to meet the objectives 
and purposes of the fiduciary role. (b) The fiduciaries' role is to 
act at all times in the best interest and for the needs of the members 
of NA as beneficiaries of the services provided by the fiduciary. (c) 
In acting under a fiduciary capacity, the fiduciary is obligated to 
act under the standards of care, obedie,nce, accountability, loyalty 
and notice. 

3. Under the fiduciary standards of care, obedience, 
accountability, loyalty and notice, there is a multitude of factual 
and legal arguments that allow the beneficiaries the opportunity to 
evaluate the performance of the fiduciary to determine whether or not 
the fiduciary obligations have in fact been properly performed. An 
evaluation would include such things as audited financial statements, 
access to all books and records, review of budgets and expenses and 
perhaps even required production of personal financial statements of 
those individuals who are the elected and/or appointed officers of the 
Narcotics Anonymous Organization. 

4. Any claim of ownership of trademarks, tradenames and 
copyrights by the fiduciary is ownership only for the benefit of the 
members of NA and not for purposes of the fiduciary's or your own self 



interests. The Bylaws of the World Service Office, Inc., provide the 
fid u ciary with the rights to control, use, print, duplicate, etc., of 
the licensed material. The Bylaws do not state that this right is an 
exclusive right nor does it state that the fiduciary has any powers to 
enforce or limit proper use of the materials by a member of the 
fellowship who is a beneficiary of the fellowship property. 

5. The legal counsel for the fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous, 
Wagner and Middlebrook, by their letter of July 10, 1990, make 
representations that they have the authority to direct members of the 
fellowship to "immediately cease and desist" from what they allege to 
be infringements of property rights. Such a direction is only a 
request and cannot serve as anything but a notice of intent to 
commence legal proceedings to protect rights they allege their client 
has. Prior to any restriction of use of any materials, whether 
trademarked, copyrighted or ' otherwise protected for exclusive use by 
contract, minimum requirements of constitutional due process require a 
hearing and the opportunity to defend. 

My prayers are with you and the members of the Narcotics 
Anonymous Organization that the disputes be resolved amicably and that 
the fellowship focus on the needs of recovery. We have but one 
primary purpose, to car r y the message to the addict who still suffers. 

Res~ectfully submitted, 
i~; \ 

~\L(-
~reg J~-~ 



Greatful Dave 
1110 East Palmer Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19125 

RE: NA 

Dear Dave: 

August 20, 1990 

It was nice meeting on Tuesday evening and reviewing the 
concerns you have respecting the NA Organization. Since then, I have 
had the oppo rtun i t Y to rev iew your comment s as well as 100 k at the 
other correspondence that you have provided to me. I still have not 
had the opportunity to speak with legal counsel for NA due to my 
schedule and not lack of interest. 

Enclosed herein is a copy of the notes that we made during our 
dinner meeting. 

I understand that the World Service Organization is sending a 
representative, (or several), to a conference to be held is 
Coatesville the weekend of August 25, 1990. I am uncertain as to 
whether or not I will be able to go. 

Best personal regards. 

Very ' truly yours, 

Greg B. Emmons 

Encls. 
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ORLD SER\ llc.£ BO~~RD OF TRUSTEES 
OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
P.o. Box 9999 
Van Nuys , CA 91409 
(818 ) 780-3951 

An open letter from the .trustees . . .. 
concerning the unauthorized printing of 

;: .... ,; . .. , . .,the Basic. Text, o: '; .. : :0 ,< .. ". 

June 29, 1990 

In the last few months, certain individuals in the eastern United States have 
printed a light-blue paperback book containing the first ten chapters of N.A.'s 
Basic Text (Third Edition, Revised), replacing the material on Traditions Four and 1 
Nine with material from the Second Edition text. This action contradicts our 
Twelve Traditions, and could do much damage to Narcotics Anonymous 
worldwide. The book they have printed is not conference-approved literature, and 
should not be used, purchased, or distributed by N.A. members, groups, or :2 
service committees. -

The ccnference.approved Fifth Edition of the Basic Text has developed as the 
result of broad consideration within the N.A. FeHowship, represented in six years ' 
worth of World Service Conference decisions. The illicit Basic Text has been 
printed without consulting any of N.A's worldwide decision-making bodies. 
Further, the unauthorized book has been published in violation of American law 
and international copyright treaty. 

The illegally published book is being sold at a very low price; the conference
approved Basic Text costs eight dollars. Twice, our World Service Conference 
has considered dropping the price of the text, but has decided not to-for good 
reason. Proceeds from the sale of the approved text provide 95% of the sU~;JOr1 
needed to continue our worldwide services: starter kits for new groups, 
assistance for new N.A. communities around the world, translation of our 
literature into other languages, the development of new N.A. books and 
pamphlets, and more. If sales of the unauthorized Basic Text take away from the 
st.:pport needed by our worldwide services, Narcotic~ Anonymous as a whole wi ll 
suffer greatly. 

We want to suggest one simple thing N.A. members can do when confronted 
with the book itself: don 't take it. Some members may want to procure. copies of 
the illegal publication for their memorabilia collections, but we encourage them to 
leave the book entirely alone. If N.A. members, groups, and service committees 
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refuse to condone the unauthorized printing, if they refuse to accept personal 
copies, if they refuse to distribute the illicitly-published Basic Text, those behind 
the illegal book will get the message: N.A. wants them to stop. 

To protect the best interests of the fellowship as a whole, legal action has 
been initiated. If the action already taken does not stop the unauthorized printing 
of the Basic Text, we will have no recourse but to take the matter to court. 

Unauthorized printing-how does it affect N.A.? 

One of N.A.'s dearest-held traditions is that of group autonomy. N.A. groups 
are left free to develop their own understanding of recovery, and are at liberty to 
conduct their own affairs as they see fit. Groups need restrict their actions only 
when those actions affect other groups, or when they affect N .A. as a whole. The 
unauthorized publication of the N.A. Basic Text directly affects the welfare of the 
entire N.A. Fellowship in two ways. 

Flrst, the Basic Text, to a certain extent, Is our message. It defines what 
Narcotics Anonymous is, what we do, and how we do it. The unauthorized 
printing of the text impairs our fellowship's ability to maintain the integrity of our 
message and our identity. 

Our fellowship has spent much effort over the last fifteen years making the 
World Service Conference what it is today: the Single point where decisions 
significantly affecting the entire N.A. movement can be made. Such decisions 
include those affecting the content of the Basic Text. 

While the conference protects the conceptual integrity of the N.A. message, 
our world service corporation protects its legal integrity. World Service Office, 
Inc., holds the copyrights to all N.A literature on the fellowship 's behalf. No one 
may legally publish the Basic Text without express written permission from N.A. 
world services. If the fenow~hip's lega\ rights to the book are comprumised, swift 
action must be taken. If we don't, we will ultimately lose our ability to maintain the 
integrity of our message. 

If individuals want to change the Basic Text, they should utilize the decision
making process this fellowship has established; leading ultimately to the floor of 
the World Service Conference. The same applies if they want the legal right to 
print the Basic Text themselves, whether they wish to publish the Fifth Edition or 
an altered version of the book. However, when individuals alter and print the 
Basic Text on their own, without permission, N.A. world services have no choice 
but to ~eek legal remedies. . 

il. 
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Second, the unauthorized publication of the Basic Text undercuts one of the 
primary means our fellowship has established for supporting N.A. world services. 

Narcotics Anonymous has three world service branches: the World Service 
Conference, the World Service Board of Trustees, and the World Service Office. 
Together, they provide a wide variety of services to the N.A. Fellowship: suppert 
for -loner' N.A. members, free starter kits for new groups, and assistance for new 
N.A. communities in dozens of countries; support for P.I. and H&l services in 
more than 500 areas; development, translation, and production of N.A. literature; 
and N.A communications, both within the fellowship and between the fellowship 
and outside agencies. 

Direct contributions from the fellowship account for about 5% of the financial 
resources needed to maintain our worldwide services. The remainder comes 
from the sale of N.A. literature. Twice in the last six years, the conference has 
considered the matter of dropping the cost of literature--once in 1984, and again 
in 1987-and each time has tumed it down. The benefits 8t the group leve! 
produced by a cheaper book would be more than offset by the resultins loss of 
worldwide services. In fact, the need for funds at the world level is so great that, 
at the 1990 meeting of the World Service Conference, a number of motions were 
placed to raise the cost of N.A. literature, not lower it. If N.A. world services were 
deprived of income from literature sales. the fellowship. in turn, would be deprived 
of a great many of the services we've all come to depend on. 

What is being done to stop tho unauthorized printing? 

The World Service Board of Trustees would prefer to see this matter resolved 
without recourse to legal remedies, especially since the individuals behind the 
unauthorized printing of the text are fellow members of Narcotics Anonymous. To 
this end, we are tOld, the chairperson of the World Service Office Board of 
Directors recently contacted one of the individuals involved, asking that trl6 
unauthorized printing be stopped. A request was made, in turn, that the matter 
be discussed with the entire WSO board. 

The office board chairperson is agreeable to such a dia!ogue. but only with the 
World Service Board of Trustees also present, and only in a public setting. 
Because the unauthorized printing of the Basic Text has the potential to seriously 
affect the entire fellowship, the WSO board chairperson and the WSB chairperson 
feel that discussion of the matter should occur in a setting where the entire 
fellowship can take part. 

We must acknowledge N.A. 's First Tradition: ·Our common welfare should 
come first; personal recovery depends on N.A unity." The welfare of the entire 
N.A. Fellowship is affected by N.A.'s ability to maintain the integrity of its mess~;e 



and its identity, and by N.A.'s ability to continue its worldwide services. We 
cannot allow the actions or interests of a few individual members to seriously 
jeopardize the welfare of N.A. as a whole. If we do not respond to the 
unauthorized printing, we will, in effect, be endorsing it. 

The trustees. the WSO Board of Directors, and the Administrative Committee 7 
. of the World Service Conference bear a collective responsibility to protect the best 
interests of the entire fellowship in this matter, bi: whatever ~ appropriate means 
possible. Key individuals behind the illegal printing and distribution of the Basic 
T~xt have been asked to stop of their own accord. Legal cease .. and-desist orders 
have been issued to those individuals and committees known or suspected to be 
involved. If thQ;;~e ?rders are no! heeded, more serb~s measures will be take~. 

What can you do'? 

Don't take it. 
Some of those who are illicitly publishing and distributing the book are acting 

on self·will. Such actions move those individuals away from recovery, not toward 
it. Others who are involved have been misguided, Or are simply misinformed 
concerning the facts of the matter. • 

The individuals responsible for the illegal book say that they are fulfilling the 
wishes of the fellowship. If the fellowship does, in fact, want these individuals to 
print an altered version of the Basic Text, then let the conscience Of the fellowship 
be heard through the World Service Conference. Until then, let the individuals 
responsible for the unauthorized, illegal printing of the text cease. We have 
allowed a vocal few to divert uS from our primary purpose far too long. It's time to 
say enough. 

More on this matter will appear in the News/ine and the Fellowship Report as 
more information becomes available. Should you have any questions, thoughts, 
or concerns regarding either the unauthorized publication of the 8asic Text or this 
report. please write us: 

World Service Board Of Trustees 
P.O. Box 9999 

Van Nuysj California 91409~9999 
U.S.A. 

ID 
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~rly this year, a few individual N .A. members in 
the eastern U.S. began lUegally printing and selllng 
theh' own paperback version of the Basic Text. Some 
of the language of the conferenewpproved BasIc Text 
was changed in the unauthorized book. On June 29th, 
the World Service Board of Trustees wrote an open 
letter to the fellowship about the problem. "We want 
toluggest one simple thing N.A. members can do 
when confronted with the book itself: don't take it," 
the letter said. "Those'behind 'the illegal book will 
get ~he message: N.A. wants them to stop." 
. The trustees gave two reasons why N.A. wants the 

hoped fOT a meeting between the trustees, the WSO 
directors, and the members responsible for the ille
gal Basic Text. They could settle the problem in the 
open. Those behind the illicit book however did not 
attend the workshop. 

Mean' embers have taken to heart the 
trustees' request not to buy or sell tne [ lega asIs 
Te a result, support for the HIe al text Is wan
nin Onl t e tree or our In lVlduals directly 
responsible, an their immediate circle of friends, con-. 
tintie to distribute the unauthorized book, while their 

unauthorized text stoppecl. What happens If N.A. ala -~~..;.;;...~~~~~~~..:..:..:~~' ''''''''-
IQW a few pe.ople .to change the Basic Text to ,suit 

:i··t ',' penonallcleas? N .'A. as a whole will lose its abil- . 
' itj¥f decide what its own literature wlll say. And what 
, .~ ens if N.A. allQws ~ few.indlvlduals to sell an un- . 

· : ,:,NA~. orlzed text? Our worldwide .ervic~s are partlal-
CONFERENCE FUNDS DRAWING LOW 

. lY,JItlPported by sales of the authorized Basic Text. 
Salea. of the unauthorized book mean fewer N .A. 
serVices. , .. . . .. 

. I~rld services have tried hard to put a stop to the 
Wl~~thor1zed book by asking those personally respon
alp.l~ for the book to . stop. Those members refused. 
,.~ left world services wlth no choice but to take 
strong action to protect N.A:s copyright and the fiTst 
It~p: baa already been taken. The WSO Boar~ of Oirec-

. tOr1~; is re$ponslble. to .,~otect. N :A:s legal nghts con
.. cet tng the Basic 'text. On July 2nd, their attorneys 

·. m~ ed a "cease and deslst'~ letter to trusted servants 
In.t~e resions where the Illegal text had been seen. 

. A Jyly 10th letter explained that the previous letteT 
appUed only !fif. the shoe fits." . 

. ~e World Service Conference held a workshop the 
. ~~R Wing weekend in Arllngton, Virginia. Talk of the 

;: "UJi thorlzed book was present everywhere. Some 
: i~;~~~~ : " ",'; ... ~" I ... . , . . ' .. 

". ~.~ Ji1" '~!~J: " . 

i~~:~~:~'~ l· .. 
~ ...... ... . p •• • , " 
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In April the World Service Conference approved an 
annual budget of $424,900. This represents a $118,500 
increase, over last year's budget of $306.400. To meet 
this budget fellowship donations have to average 

1 about $35,400 each month. 
Unfortunately, fellowship donations have not kept 

pace with the adopted budget. In fact, they've not 
even kept up with last year's donations. Donations 
for May, June, and July last year totalled $38,801.65 . 
Fellowship contributions for the same period this year 
total $22,212 .95. That's 43% less than what the con· 
ference reGeived last year, and 79% less than what's 
needed to keep up with the WSC budget. 

At this rate, the WSC Administrative Committee exM 

pects the World Service Conference to be penniless 
by SeptembeT.Fellowship donations to the conference 
are needed in order to keep conference services from 

I being curtailed. 

~. 
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the desk for more inventory than we had at the time. 
It took months simply to bring the shipping and or· 
dering into balance. Over the years we have run out 
of one item or another, but as time passed, the fre
quency of that problem diminished. It is a rare hap. 
pening now. 

Over the following few months, we hired several 
additional employees in order to attack the massive 
volume of work that existed. But that was also 'the 
beginning of an explosive growth. N .A. grew frOm 
approximately 2,400 meetings (including H&l meet
ings) to over 6.000 in the following two years. N.A. 
has almost doubled the number of meetings every 
two years since then. 

Keeping up with the orders, and providing as· 
sistance and serviCe to · that growing membership, 
have been hard tasks to fulfill. For several years, we 
added more staff members as the demand for serv
lee grew and a.s literature sales skyrocketed. Staff ex· 
penditures were only a part of the overall increase 
in operational costs. 

To gIve newer members some idea of the change, 
the gross income (total cash received) in the year just 
prior to the conference action in 1983 was $87,200. 
Literature sales SLew each year: 1984-$818,045, 
1987-$2.668,000, and 1989-$4,033,000. All of the 
income from these years of operation has gone to pr<r 
vide the literature and services that sustain a fellow
ship in fifty.three countries. Literature is now available 
in twelve languages. Although not everything is avail
able In each language, the list of translated literature 
grows each month. 

As I depart from service to N.A .• behind me I ,leave 
a dedicated, hard-working staff. They are now quite 
capable of working right along, providing servIce and 
literature to meet the growing needs of addicts around 
the world. 

Departing will be emotionally hard for me. , I've 
grown to love so many people I cannot count them 
all. And those who have given me their love and sup
port are also without llmit. There Is no way to thank 
individually the thousands of members who have 
offered encouragement or help during these years. 

Few people have had the opportunity to be part 
of an experience like this has been. Some day I may 
even try to put a little .of It on paper so those who 
want to know how it all happened can find out. 

[t was my privilege to travel widely for the fellc 
ship to help resolve problems, attend meetings, p 
vide asslstance, and learn about the needs of t 
fellowship. Every place .. went, 1 was met with 10 
kindness beyond measure, and support for me p 
sonally and the staff. Whether It was a meeting 
Memphis to conduct a workshop on WSO servi. 
in 19~5 (five people showed up and we had a WI 

derful time as they shared about recovery), or list, 
ing through translators to Japanese members cond 
a public information day in Tokyo for judges. SOl 

workers, and medical professionals, lt was an 
perience beyorid words. 

Members In countries all over the world oper 
their hearts and homes to welcome me and the WI 

to be done. There Were cold ra.iny days in Dublin, ~ 
members eager to share their problems with lite; 
ture and the restrIctive government policies. Th 
were also sweltering days in·· Phoenix. learning ab 
growth and service problems in the open space~ 
the desert southwest. 

Wonderful memories 1 will carry always Include 
cussions In Damstat, West Germany; Medellin, Cole 
bla; and Lisbon; Portugal. There were also wonde· 
people all over Canada, Australia, and the U.S. J 
the list could go on for pages. They were wonde: 
experiences all. . 

Yes, there were problems along the way. And I pi, 
guilty to my share of large and sman errors, 0' 
sights, shortcomings, and failures. No doubt I stepl 
on toes more than 1 should. but I have few reg: 
and no animosities. But the door through whl( 
depart will open for the person who will serve 
office through new exp~rlences and growth. And 
fellowship wlll grow and prosper. The role of an of 
manager at the WSO is more than simply that I 

shipping clerk or someone to a.nswer the phol1 
The administrative office for a worldwide org 

zatlon. one that desires to fulfill its purpose, i! 
office that does more than open the doors and: 
literature. If indeed·a purpose is to help carry the r 

. sage of N.A. recovery to addicts around the w' 
who still suffer (and it.should .be), then the WS 
more than simply shipping literature. 

Although there are no studies to back up thl! 
sertion.1 would venture to.guess that fewer than 
percent of the addictS in: the :.world attend ) 
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things are permitted, Wl .. ,e millions of addicts con· 
tinue to suffer. A long·time qteinber ' in Germany 
taught ,me years ago .that the~lrst. ele'{~n traditions 
each address specific Issues related to the unity 'and 
strength of N.A. The ''IWelfth a.ddresses how we col· 
lectively serve to fulfill those 'tenets ' of unity and 
strength. ''Anonyinously:' he said, uis how we serve 
to fulfill the spirit of our traditions:' _. . . 

The office staff nO}\', in place is vastly differe~t from 
the single full~tlme employee of s~ven y'ears ago. They 
are a dedicated group of people. They are organized, 
trained, and capable. They can function very well 
with , l~ttle direct supervision. Unfortunately. some 
members of the fellowshi attack the mfice and the 

the key to its use. 
The conference has occupied a large part of my at

tention and energy over the years. The regional 
rep'resentatlves have, on the whole,:been marvelous 
to work with. They have been interested, qualified, 
and enthusiastic, and full of new ideas. The officers 
of the conference have been great companions In the 
str~ggles we've gone through to help the conference 
succeed. They have shouldered responsibility, and 
demonstrated their leadership and innovation. 

The conference system, however. has both a posi
tive and negative side. Whlle it generally serves to 
meet the needs of the fellowship. it facilitates dysfunc~ 

).E£ 9 'I Ii " . . ~ - -- -- ---
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tlon among some members and disruptIon of 
progress. conference has norm all . rhistaken 

istical acting out b . VI usa minor t 
viewpoint. n rat er than handlin errant members 

e con erence lets them vert 
the conference essential work and decis on rna . 
lng. This could be improved by el oW regtOnal 
representatives taking a stronger stand with those 
who are displaying character defects, ratheri'h'an re-
maining silent. -

Like the WSO, the conference is also facing the 
same financial shortage. The only solutions here are 
to increase the amount of money that is contributed 
to the conference. 

The Board of Trustees has occupied a larger share 
of time and energy in recent years than In the early 
1980's. Their activation of a committee systf;!m two 
years ago can produce a creative and stable leader
ship base. Unfortunately, until recently the Trustees 
as a group were generally more ineffective than ef
fective. Their new-found strength can be a po~itive 
valuable resource to the fellowship. 

The Board of Directors has been marvelous to work 
for and with. They read and understood mountains 
of reports, letters, and proposals. Their decision
making skills have served the fellowship very well. 
I cannot think (}f a decision made by the board that 
was wrong or Questionable. Although the Board of 
Directors 8.eems to have less visibility than some other 
service positions, the members are responsible and · 
responsive to the fellowship through the conference. 

I 

The procedure used Jor toeir selection av 
popularity contest aspect that permeates the 
of trustees or conference officer positions. Th 
of Directors election process affords a bal 
conference--expressed confidence in a group ( 
bers, then leaves to those who really know", 
job requires to-make the final selection. I ar 
ful that the current process will be changed ve 
, There is a bright future for Narcotics Anor. 

It has been growIng at a steady rate in the I 
speaking countries, and a little slower in othe 
tries. As more llterature becomes available i 
languages, the speed of growth there will ace 

There Is nothing Uke N.A. Other organizati( 
efforts directed at addiction use the law, rl 
medicine, or psychiatry, and it Is not the san 
not as effective, as those approaches miss th 
that N.A. has proven Is corred. Addiction is a I 
that can be ·held In remission through N.A. ml 
and working the steps. 

As you read· this, ·1 will be toiling at a new 
prise. I have moved to Utah and started a sma 
pany. Next spring, if it's God's will, I'll St8 
foundation for -a house ·o·n the lot I purchased 
al years ago. The mountains of Utah, Its beau 
serenity have long beckoned me and I cannot 

I do not say good-bye, as for me the par 
neither good nor forever. I offer my prayers fo 
of you and N..A., to f~re well In your daily livi 
in your efforts to carry the message to a 
everywhere. . 

ANNO.UNCEMENT* .. 

The World Service Office, Incorporated 
" . , 

introduces a variety of new recovery and servic 
oriented publications and products, as well a. 

pricing information. 

·See next page for details. 
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